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Abstract: The need for improving urban road safety, livability, and sustainability is evident.
Quantitative estimates and qualitative methods/strategies can be used by road safety practitioners
to design safety interventions. This study proposes a flexible integrated design framework for
safety interventions on existing urban road segments and intersections that integrates quantitative
and qualitative methods. The proposed design framework is divided into four stages of the safety
management process: End of Network Screening, Diagnosis, Selection of Countermeasures, and
Economic Assessment. Pilot applications of the proposed method were performed on existing roads
of the urban road network of the Municipality of Bari, Italy. Results from the application were
useful to highlight some possible problems in the different stages of the design process. In particular,
the discussed problems include a lack of crash and traffic data, difficulties with defining the road
functional classifications, including rural-to-urban transitions, a lack of local inspection procedures,
the recurrent problems from diagnosis, difficulties regarding the safety assessment of cycling
infrastructures and sight distances, the criteria for grouping countermeasures into sets, and the choice
of appropriate predictive methods. In response, appropriate solutions to the highlighted problems
were presented. The usefulness of the proposed method for both practitioners and researchers
was shown.
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1. Introduction

Persons killed in urban crashes account on average for about 15,000 deaths per year in the
European Union (EU-28: 1999–2014 data [1]). These figures make up slightly more than one-third of
persons killed in all road crashes in the same period. However, considering also injuries, urban crashes
are the most frequent crashes on the network (e.g., about 70% of all crashes in Italy [2]). They may
cause injuries to Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs: pedestrians/cyclists) with different regional impacts.

To improve urban safety and livability, safety-based concepts are essential at the design stage.
However, the design of safety interventions on existing urban roads should be based on the analysis
of current conditions, which may reflect outdated road configurations (i.e., in historical towns).
Moreover, while recent road standards and guidelines often include safety-oriented provisions and
recommendations for the design of new roads, similar provisions may be not available and/or
applicable to interventions on existing roads [3]. Hence, attempts at defining frameworks for the
design of safety-based interventions on existing roads are needed. They should necessarily be based
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on both quantitative predictions for estimating different intervention scenarios based on previous
research and technical documents (e.g., [4,5]), and qualitative site-specific assessments of existing
conditions. A synthetic background section is presented as follows for each of the two mentioned
strategies, which form the basis for the integrated design framework proposed.

1.1. Background on Quantitative Methods for Road Safety Interventions

Frameworks for the design of safety-based interventions on existing urban roads should include
quantitative estimation methods. In fact, they may help practitioners design and assess those
interventions. For example, Safety Performance Functions (SPFs) [6] and Crash Modification Factors
(CMFs) [7] are essential to quantify before/after performances [5].

Safety Performance Functions (SPFs) relate crash frequency (and/or severity) to road and traffic
features. Different modeling techniques are used [8]. A SPF can be defined as follows:

NSPF = eβ0 ·Lβ1 ·AADTβ2 ·
n

∏
i=3

eβiXi (1)

where:

NSPF = average predicted crash frequency from the SPF for a specific road element class, such as in
the urban case: segments, three/four-legged, signalized/unsignalized intersections, roundabouts
(possibly referred to specific severity classes) (crashes/year);
L = length of the road segment (km), which is not present in SPFs for road intersections;
AADT = annual average daily traffic volume, possibly disaggregated in multiplicand components
for considering diverse traffic units (motor vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians) or the importance of
the segments intersecting at road intersections (major/minor roads), and having separate coefficient
estimates for each volume component (motor vehicles, cyclists, or pedestrians/year);
Xi = set of predictor variables related to road, traffic features, environmental variables, and
context variables;
βi = set of regression coefficients, which include β0, β1, and β2 as well.

The estimates obtained from basic SPFs may be adjusted through the sequential application of
multiplier Crash Modification Factors (CMFs) [5,7], to account for the differences between the base
SPF conditions and the local conditions. More reliable frequency estimates [9,10] are obtained by
applying the Empirical Bayesian (EB) method, thus combining past observed crashes (Nobserved) with
predicted crashes (Npredicted). The resulting estimate (which overcomes the regression-to-the-mean
error) is computed as follows [5]:

Nexpected = Npredicted·w + Nobserved·(1 − w) (2)

where:

Npredicted = NSPF·∏i CMFi (crashes/year), average predicted crash frequency, eventually adjusted for
local conditions through the application of CMFs on the road element;
Nobserved = average observed crash frequency on the same road element (crashes/year);
w = 1

1+k ∑
years
i=1 Npredicted,i

= statistical weight assigned to the Npredicted, dependent on the over-dispersion

parameter k of the associated SPF and the total predicted crashes in the period (-).

Those estimates are used to determine the safety benefits of different countermeasures (by
comparing before/after conditions), and then to compare project alternatives or conduct cost–benefit
analyses. They can take into account the local crash site-specific history of crashes. Some studies
that document the SPF modeling and specify the significant predictors are collected in the online
repository of the EU PRACT Project ([11], see also [12]) (European PRACT (Predicting Road Accidents -
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a Transferable methodology across Europe) Project). Detailed SPFs are provided by the HSM (Highway
Safety Manual) [5]. Given the aims of this study, urban SPFs considering detailed crash predictors are
specifically taken into account herein. The development of several urban SPFs was documented (see
e.g., [13–16]). These studies were mostly developed in North America, while those provided for the
European context are scarce.

The determination of CMFs is documented in other studies. Most of them are collected
in compendium sources [4,5,11,17,18]. These studies estimate the effects of modifications in
geometric/operational features and other boundary conditions. In some cases, CMFs are coupled
together with the corresponding SPFs (see e.g., [5,19]).

However, SPFs (and CMFs) may not be available for the specific road type in the studied
area. Hence, the issue of the predictive method transferability arises (e.g., [20]). In several cases,
previous research advised against transferring SPFs from other countries/states without transferability
assessments (e.g., [21]). Differences between states in the same country [22] or cities in the same
area [21] may result in poor model transferability. Similar issues emerged as well for CMFs [12,23],
which were even perplexed by their possible variation with other road features (see e.g., [24]). Hence,
SPFs and CMFs should be calibrated before their application in other contexts, or at least their
possible transferability should be assessed. If local predictive methods are available, they should be
generally preferred.

1.2. Background on Qualitative Methods for Road Safety Interventions

Alongside with quantitative methods, qualitative methods and fundamental road safety
macro-level strategies are complementary tools to be included in frameworks for the design of
safety-based interventions on existing urban roads. In fact, the choice for specific safety measures
can be surely strengthened if it is based on reliable quantitative predictions. However, very often,
SPFs may not be systematically used [12]. In contrast, qualitative methods such as safety audits and
inspections can be widely employed, mainly because they are often included in standards/guidelines.

The EU Directive on Safety Management of Road Infrastructures [25] stresses the importance of
applying different types of qualitative assessments and analyses:

• Safety audits (design stage), for new road projects or the enhancement of existing roads, by
checking that road safety criteria are respected in the road project;

• Safety inspections (management stage), for identifying safety issues on road elements, by
highlighting sites needing interventions based on qualitative scores and judgments.

Moreover, procedures for assessing projects (planning stage) and ranking intervention sites are
provided. Even if predictive methods may be useful, the EU Directive [25] does not specifically provide
their use (such as in some local implementations [26]). This latter example presents detailed guidelines
on safety inspections to be performed and variables to be assessed.

Non-quantitative methods should not be limited to audits and inspections, but they should
include high-level strategies that need to be considered in the design stage. In fact, the design stage
should be included within a “Safe System Approach” [27], in which stakeholders (designers, network
managers, and road users) have shared responsibilities. The key principle should be the effort for
reducing fatalities and severe injuries as a priority (i.e., “Vision Zero” [28]), thus achieving forgiving
roads that are resilient with respect to human errors (see also [29]). Two aspects are indeed crucial:

• The self-explanatory power of road design [30], which may address driving behavior e.g., in
terms of urban speed choices, more than actual posted speed limits [31,32].

• Speed management. There are well-known direct speed–crash (frequency/severity)
relationships [33–35]. These relationships, alongside other sustainability issues, should be taken
into account in urban networks, where the presence of VRUs is relevant [36].
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The qualitative methods (inspections/audits) and the high-level strategies presented above
could be easily applicable in different contexts, even if they should appropriately be put into
context (e.g., [37,38]). On the other hand, reliable quantitative estimates based on high-quality
predictive methods are typically only applicable in countries that have an advanced road safety
culture [12]. Contrary to qualitative methods, their transferability is questionable, without any
preliminary assessment.

Examples of the transferability of audits and assessments are present at the transnational level. For
example, recommendations on audits and inspections in the EU Directive [25] are put into context at the
national level for different road types. Moreover, the SaferBrain project worked on the transferability
of European road safety audits, including corrective and preventive analyses to emerging countries,
such as India and Brazil, by keeping the framework open for other contexts [39].

1.3. Objectives

Most of the existing research has focused on prediction models and transferability assessments.
Moreover, there are several guidelines for the application of qualitative methods, with local corrections.

Both quantitative and qualitative methods should be considered when designing safety
interventions on existing roads. However, current standards/guidelines often do not precisely indicate
how to apply those strategies (predictive methods, audits/inspection) while enhancing existing roads.
Hence, the need for integrated frameworks, which are flexible enough to be adapted in accordance
with regulations, and consider international best practices, is paramount. Moreover, few studies have
documented the application of such integrated frameworks to examples of road safety-based projects.

For these reasons, this study attempts to answer the following research questions, arising from
the reported background:

• Can quantitative and qualitative methods be integrated in a framework that is flexible enough to
be applied in different contexts of safety interventions on existing roads?

• What are the possible problems arising from the application of such an integrated framework, by
also taking into account the different sources of data needed?

• Which solutions may be provided for the problems that emerged during the application, useful
for the future application of the proposed method to other cases?

Hence, this article documents the development of an integrated framework for designing safety
interventions on existing urban roads and its application. It aims at being useful for: a) practitioners,
who may benefit from applying the proposed design framework, while knowing in advance the
associated possible problems and solutions; and b) researchers, since the identification of problems
during the framework application may be useful to highlight areas in which research developments are
needed to address current gaps. This study represents the continuation of a previous research project
focused on rural road segments [3,40]. In this case, the study is focused on the urban environment, in
the context of the Parco Scientifico della Sicurezza Stradale – Scientific Park for Road Safety (Pa.S.S.S.)
research project (funded by the Italian Ministry of Infrastructures and Transport, and the Municipality
of Bari, Italy, as the leading partner), focused on urban road safety. Hence, the design framework
was applied to examples within the Municipality of Bari, Italy (about 320,000 inhabitants, 2700
inhabitants/km2, 120 km2 of area, 5 m of mean elevation above sea level). Then, the multiple
applications in the same city can be considered within the framework of a systematic case study. Both
urban road segments and intersections are considered, since they are hardly separable in a complex
urban environment. Urban freeways and similar contexts are not considered, in order to strictly focus
on urban networks with residential/commercial land use.

The methods used for developing the integrated framework are described as follows. Thereafter,
the results from the framework application, which are useful to highlight possible practical problems
and the related solutions, are presented. Finally, the results are discussed, especially focusing on both
the main advantages and limitations of the proposed framework.
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2. Methods

This study presents an integrated framework for the design of safety-based interventions on
existing urban road sites, including both quantitative and qualitative methods. In this section, the
methods used for organizing this framework are described. At a higher level, it was structured
according to the different stages of the safety-based design process. These stages (Figure 1) are part
of the typical road safety management process (see e.g., [5,25]), and include: Diagnosis, Selection of
Countermeasures, and Economic Assessment (leading to the final project choice). At a lower level, that
is within each design stage composing the integrated framework, different operational methods were
selected to be sequentially applied, also as a function of the data needed. Details about these selected
methods are provided for each considered stage, as follows. The design process simulated through
stages starts from an intermediate stage between the Network Screening and Diagnosis stages is called
“End of Network screening” (Figure 1). The “road site” is intended here as a generic small part of an
urban network that is composed of both segments and intersections, which was previously targeted
for safety interventions during the “Network Screening” stage (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Steps of the simulated design process of safety-based interventions on existing urban roads
(within the road safety management process [5]), from the End of the Network screening to the
prioritization of different alternative projects (Economic Assessment).

Figure 2. Example of a road site on which the design process is applied, including different basic
elements (divided/undivided segments, signalized/unsignalized, three/four-legged intersections).
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2.1. Methods: End of Network Screening Stage

Several methods may have been used for the network screening to highlight sites needing
interventions, even basic indicators such as crash frequencies/rates (see e.g., [25]) or more refined
techniques. However, practitioners may be interested in knowing why a given site was selected
for interventions, that is knowing its actual safety improvement potential. This may be useful for
pondering the magnitude of the proposed safety measures. The actual site safety potential should
be estimated by comparing the safety performance of the urban road segment/intersection (i.e., the
expected site-specific number of crashes through Equation (2)) with an estimate of the average safety
performance of the reference population (predicted number of crashes through an SPF for different
segment or intersection types) [5]. The more this difference is, the more the safety interventions should
be severe. A refined method for identifying the safety level of a given site by following the described
approach was proposed [41]. It was selected, as it can also define different Levels of Service of Safety
(LOSS), based on the difference between actual and average safety performances. It was previously
deemed as useful also in the case of rural road segments [3]. However, its application requires recent
traffic volume and crash data for the inquired site, and a local reference SPF for each urban road type
(Equation (1)) or a calibrated transferred SPF from another country/state/region.

2.2. Methods: Diagnosis Stage

The diagnosis stage, which is the first step of the actual design process, aims at analyzing the
site-specific safety problems. The following methods were selected for this stage.

2.2.1. Reconstruction of road geometry

The diagnosis of the existing safety problems starts with the geometric reconstruction of the
road site, which forms the basis for every subsequent step. Digital terrain and elevation models,
cartography, and aerophotogrammetry are useful for this aim. However, as further explained, both
the road horizontal alignment and elevation profile may not be reconstructed at a level of detail
comparable to the corresponding rural case.

2.2.2. Individuation of homogeneous road elements

The generic urban road sites are assumed as composed of segments and intersections. However,
the general criteria for safety analyses require each road site to be divided into homogeneous road
segments based on their geometric and operational features [5,25]. In fact, typically, the application of
predictive methods and audits/inspections is differentiated by road type and features, which may vary
along the road site. Hence, intersections were separately treated as singular points as a prerequisite for
the application of the design framework. Moreover, road segments placed between main intersections
should be further divided into smaller homogeneous sub-segments as based on their features. Methods
for the definition of homogeneous sub-segments that are included in the proposed framework are
listed as follows.

• Depending on the reference predictive method, which will be used for the safety predictions
(Equation (1)), a sub-segment can be considered as homogeneous if all the road, traffic, and
context variables included in the predictive method are reasonably not varying within it. If this
step is undertaken at the early design stage, this may simplify the safety prediction applications.

• Traditional variables related to the horizontal and vertical alignment (e.g., radius of curvature,
longitudinal/cross slopes) could be overlooked for defining homogeneous urban sub-segments.
The rationale for this is that such variables are typically not considered in urban safety predictions
(see e.g., [42,43]), possibly depending on the lower speeds and the less demanding urban
topography. Clearly, there could be some urban cases in which this assumption may fail, and
those variables should be taken into account instead.
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2.2.3. Reconstruction of crashes

The reconstruction of historic crash data series is suggested within the design framework for the
following two main aims:

• It contributes to numerical EB estimates of the road site crash frequency (Equation (2));
• It summarizes the site-specific safety problems that have resulted in crash outcomes.

All the relevant crash-related information may be summarized in collision diagrams [5], which
are used for identifying specific problems and recurrent crash patterns (see e.g., [44]). Clearly, crashes
are rare and random outcomes, and so safety problems should be also independently analyzed on
crash data.

2.2.4. Identification of the road function and related criticalities

While designing safety interventions on existing urban roads, it is essential to know their
actual function in the network. The actual function is a preliminary information that is required
for identifying the inconsistencies of the existing segments and intersections with respect to their
appropriate operational and geometric features according to the road function. Actually, urban roads
are generally classified (see e.g., [45]) into different hierarchical levels by considering traffic volumes,
travel distances served, speeds, accesses, and lanes. However, several old urban roads may present
standards that are not compliant with any modern regulation or planning decision. Hence, for the aim
of identifying and checking the function of existing urban roads, the steps represented in Figure 3 may
be followed. The main assumption is that, for existing roads, the main type of travel served and the
related flows for a given road are known. Based on them, a main road function can be assigned and
then compared with the required geometric and operational features.

2.2.5. Check of road geometric standards

Besides the checks for determining road standards’ adequacy with respect to their function, road
standards should be checked for safety reasons as well. In urban road networks (excluding the case of
major arterials such as freeways), some specific safety-related geometric checks of road elements (e.g.,
horizontal/vertical geometric and speed consistency, friction requirements) could not be necessary, as
previously indicated. However, the following minimum checks are included in the framework, given
their relevance to the urban environment:

• Checks of sight distance at intersections and driveways, especially in residential contexts with
several possible visual obstacles;

• Checks of sight distance with specific regard to collisions with VRUs (see e.g., [46]).

Requirements for stopping sight distance on segments are not stressed, because of the average low
speeds and curvature of the urban road segment types considered. Those checks should be conducted
in compliance with local road standards/guidelines. In addition, the use of additional studies linking
sight distance to safety performances (e.g., [47]) is suggested.
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Figure 3. Flow chart of the steps for identifying and checking the function of existing urban roads.

2.2.6. Road inspections

Road inspections belong to the qualitative methods that are included in the proposed design
framework. Road inspections may be used in the process of identifying sites needing safety
interventions (such as in the European Union [25]). However, in the context of safety-based intervention
design on existing roads, inspections are suggested as an useful method to be employed at the diagnosis
stage as well. In fact, they may be consistently used as a basis for identifying safety problems (see
e.g., [48]) that are not linked with crash data. Lists of variables to be assessed while conducting road
inspections, alongside with indications about how to conduct inspections (preliminary or punctual,
daytime or nighttime, inspection travel speed) are provided at the local level [26]. These variables
may include: carriageway, road-side, markings, road signs, traffic signals, driveways, pavement,
and lighting.
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2.2.7. Reconstruction of boundary conditions

The reconstruction of all the relevant urban site-specific conditions is included as the last stage of
the diagnosis step in the framework. These may include: the presence of schools, shopping malls or
other attractors, sight obstacles (e.g., trees, signs), pavement irregularities, and bus stops. A graphical
overview of the boundary conditions can be obtained by reporting them upon the horizontal alignment.
They are useful for putting the diagnosis results into context, and then providing additional elements
to the critical analysis of safety issues.

2.3. Methods: Selection of Countermeasures

In this stage, safety measures should be designed based on all the highlighted issues in the
previous stage. The selection of countermeasures should be based on both traditional road safety
concepts and higher-level design approaches. The following methods were selected for this stage.

2.3.1. Selection of safety measures

Different types of interventions can be designed for a specific highlighted problem in the diagnosis
stage, depending also on the project constraints (i.e., environmental or physical restrictions, budget
limitations, and regulations). In fact, safety measures should be assessed at a project scale (by taking
into account the effects on the adjacent network), and not only for solving punctual safety issues. The
following steps are proposed for the selection of safety measures within the design framework.

• Critical analysis of each safety issue from the diagnosis stage.
• Selection of possible alternative safety measures supported by studies that may document their

positive effect on safety. These sources include the CMFs database (e.g., [5,11,17]), systematic
reviews based on meta-analyses [4] that also include cost–benefit indications (see also [49]), and
examples of solutions that take drivers’ factors into account [50].

• Critical comparison of findings related to the same safety measures, by taking into account the
specific environment of each study (urban/rural, two-lane/multi-lane roads), the crash types
and severities considered, and the robustness of the methods employed (i.e., through reliability
ratings, see [17]). In fact, the CMFs (or functions) that have been developed for some of the specific
conditions listed above may be not applicable to different contexts, and they may be actually very
different (e.g., CMFs either greater or smaller than one for the same measure).

• Assessment of possible transferability issues dependent on the degree of infrastructure
development, and on geographic and socio-economic factors.

• Assessment of the capability for each single measure (deemed as potentially applicable) to solve
different identified safety issues in a consistent way. Measures that are able to solve safety issues
at a project level should be preferred over punctual measures.

2.3.2. Selection of measures for enhancing sustainable mobility

Besides improving the safety of motor vehicle drivers or VRUs, the design of safety measures
should be included in a higher-level design approach that is aimed at the general improvement of
urban livability, accessibility, and sustainability. Hence, in parallel with traditional safety measures,
those enhancing sustainable mobility should be assessed, which may have direct or indirect positive
effects on safety (especially for VRUs, see e.g., [51]). In fact, traffic calming measures are desirable,
since they may improve road safety, public health, and livability, especially if implemented at the
area-wide level [52]. The following steps are proposed for selecting measures for enhancing sustainable
mobility within the design framework.

• Assessment of the need to apply such measures to the specific intervention road site. This
should be based on: (1) available urban plans, such as Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs,
see [53]), (2) the function of the road on which the intervention is planned within the relevant
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urban network, and (3) the boundary conditions, such as traffic volumes, including pedestrian
and cyclist flows, carriageway width, and land use [54].

• If needed, evaluation of possible infrastructure-related interventions: modify the existing
horizontal alignment (i.e., through chicanes, pedestrian refuges, curb extensions, and chokers); the
elevation profile (i.e., through speed bumps, humps, cushions, tables, raised pedestrian crossings,
and intersections); or surface materials, texture, and color. Bike lanes/paths, alongside the related
facilities, could be implemented where appropriate, if absent or inadequate.

• If needed, the evaluation of possible management-related interventions, such as restrictions on
vehicle speeds, maneuvers, and access.

• Assessment of the effect of these measures on safety. Generally, these effects are varying,
depending also on the application contexts, and some contrasting findings were reported indeed
(see e.g., [4,55]). However, traffic calming measures, especially if implemented at the area-wide
level, are effective, even if with variable outcomes. For example, reducing operating vehicular
speeds down to 30 km/h leads to a consistent decrease in the fatality likelihood for pedestrians
involved in crashes [56].

2.3.3. Definition of sets of countermeasures

Several different alternative countermeasures may be evaluated for solving the same problem
or the same set of several problems. However, for better assessing and comparing different possible
alternatives, sets of countermeasures may be defined. This will reduce the list of alternatives. On the
other hand, countermeasures may be grouped in sets that are aimed at solving similar problems. The
following sets of countermeasures are suggested within the design framework:

• One/more sets of short-term safety measures that are relatively inexpensive, easily implementable,
and do not require additional approvals, even if they are likely to have only a small positive
impact on safety;

• One/more sets of long-term safety measures, typically consisting of drastically modifying and
re-shaping the road geometry, which is relatively expensive and requires additional approvals
(e.g., for expropriating lands), but is likely to have a strong impact on safety;

• Site-wide intervention composed of different measures, typically based on speed management
(traffic calming), with different costs, benefits, and implementation issues.

For the reasons explained above, especially for long-term measures, the implementation and/or
enhancement of infrastructures for the sustainable mobility should be coupled with safety measures.
Specific subsets of safety measures should be dedicated to VRUs, where relevant.

2.4. Methods: Economic Assessment

The economic assessment stage is used to evaluate which alternative set of countermeasures may
be selected for the actual implementation with regard to (implementation)cost–(safety)benefit analyses.
The methods selected for the economic assessment are reported as follows.

2.4.1. Estimation of safety benefits

For this step, quantitative methods for estimating crash frequencies are typically used. In
the proposed design framework, EB estimates are taken into account for obtaining reliable results
(Equation (2)). The reference parameter of the road safety design is the difference between the expected
number of crashes estimated before and after the designed intervention [5]. Then, it is multiplied by
the average social cost of crashes (usually locally derivable) to quantify the safety benefit associated to
each set of countermeasures:

SBi = AASC

(
n

∑
j=1

Nexpected,j,BEFORE −
n

∑
j=1

Nexpected,j,AFTER

)
i

(3)
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where:

SBi = Safety benefit associated to the i-th set of countermeasures (€);
AASC = Average Crash Social Cost (€/crash);
Nexpected,j,BEFORE = expected number of crashes (see Equation (2)) before the intervention (i-th set of
countermeasures) on the j-th homogeneous sub-site (sub-segment or intersection) included in the
examined road site (crashes);
Nexpected,j,AFTER = Nexpected,j,BEFORE·∏m

k=1 CMFj,k = expected number of crashes (see Equation (2))
after the intervention (i-th set of countermeasures) on the j-th homogeneous sub-site (crashes);
CMFj,k = k-th Crash Modification Factor associated to the i-th set of countermeasures proposed for the
j-th homonegeous site with respect to the original conditions (-).

The safety benefit can be computed as a sum of contributions associated to different crash
severities and the corresponding different social costs. Traffic volumes are assumed as constant in
Equation (3), even if their variation could be included in the computation.

2.4.2. Cost-benefit analyses

Different methods may be used for Cost–Benefit Analyses (CBA) to compare costs with the
benefits of safety interventions. Among them (see e.g., [5]), three methods are taken into account in the
design framework. The first two methods rely on the following measures:

Net Present Value (NPV)i =
Years of service life

∑
y=0

SBi

(1 + discount rate)y ; (4)

Benefit − Cost Ratio (BCR)i =
Incremental Benefits over the service life (discounted value)

Incremental Costs over the service life (discounted value)
. (5)

The third method is the incremental CBA, which consists of: (1) listing all the alternative sets of
countermeasures in ascending order of costs; (2) conducting pairwise comparisons of the alternatives
by means of the incremental benefit–cost ratio (BCR) ratio measure; and (3) choosing the best alternative
after having conducted all the possible comparisons that may provide a positive BCR ratio.

The alternative set of countermeasures that may provide the highest benefits commensurate with
its cost should be selected. However, specific safety measures, such as those reducing the severity of
fatal-injury crashes may be prioritized in case of specific safety policies (e.g., Vision Zero [28], Safe
System Approach [27]), independently of results from CBA analyses.

3. Results from the Case Study Application of the Integrated Framework

The proposed design framework for safety interventions on existing urban roads was applied to a
case study composed of different pilot applications. Results obtained from the application are reported
in this section. They are differentiated according to the same stages defined in the Methods section.
The results are presented in a problem/solution structure for each stage in order to highlight which
problems have arisen from the framework application and which relevant solutions may address them,
according to the research questions. Examples taken from different pilot applications are presented.
These applications conducted within the same city were useful to maintain a network-wide perspective
while defining problems and solutions with respect to higher-level boundary conditions. While several
of the presented problems and solutions may be potentially transferred to other areas, cases in which
local conditions are particularly relevant are highlighted.
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3.1. Results: End of Network Screening

Traffic volume and crash data were retrieved for the whole city of Bari (Italy). Traffic data
were provided by the Municipality of Bari, but some field surveys were also repeated for each pilot
application. Crash data belong to the National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT), and they were provided
by the local agency ASSET [57]. They include only fatal + injury crashes (period: 2012–2016). In the
network screening stage, the following problems have arisen, for which solutions are discussed.

3.1.1. Problem/Solution 3.1.A

Traffic volume data are hardly definable for the entire urban network, especially for secondary
roads. They may be eventually obtained from traffic simulations, but they may still not include
secondary roads. Thus, refined methods based on SPFs, such as the LOSS method [41] (but also simple
evaluations based on crash rates), may have not been applied during the network screening. Hence,
only basic indicators (i.e., the crash frequency) may have been adopted for the decision to enhance
specific sites, e.g., by developing and assessing crash frequency maps (Figure 4). However, those
indicators are often biased, because they do not take into account exposure and context variables.
Thus, knowing in advance the potential of a specific site for improvement may be arduous in the
urban environment, especially for secondary roads. The match with crash frequency maps (Figure 4)
or tables can provide preliminary rough information about the site-specific improvement potential
with respect to the reference population.

Figure 4. Example of a part of a crash frequency map for an urban city network (based on [58]).

3.1.2. Problem/Solution 3.1.B

Most of the crash database includes fatal + injury (F + I) crashes only. In Italian urban
environments, F + I crashes are estimated to be 12% of total crashes [59], which are less than half of the
corresponding rural percentages (see e.g., American estimates [5]). This means that a consistent part of
the complex crash phenomenon may be unknown. In some specific cases, such as congested traffic
intersections with a relevant F + I crash history (see e.g., Figure 5, reporting a collision diagram of such
case), the under-reporting may imply ignoring several crashes (see e.g., [60]). However, several road
safety policies are oriented toward the reduction of F + I crashes (e.g., Vision Zero [28], Safe System
Approach [27]). Hence, a given site may have been targeted for interventions based on a very small
amount of crashes, and its resulting safety potential can be biased. However, the reduction of these
few crashes is more urgent in urban environments, where VRU crashes necessarily cluster.
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Figure 5. Example of collision diagram.

3.2. Results: Diagnosis

The diagnosis stage starts with the reconstruction of the geometric features of the road site on
which the safety intervention should be designed (see Figure 6, in which boundary conditions are
reported as well). Problems that have arisen at the diagnosis stage during the pilot applications of the
design framework are highlighted in this section, together with the possible solutions.

Figure 6. Example of reconstruction of road features and identification of boundary conditions.

3.2.1. Problem/Solution 3.2.A

An operational method to assign a functional class to existing urban roads was presented
(Figure 3). After matching existing road standards with the ideal functional road features, radical
differences have arisen in many cases of pilot applications. The enhancement of these features should
be considered, especially in case of the following inconsistencies, which were observed:

• Number of lanes (and/or carriageway width) not coherent with the function and the traffic flow
(e.g., wide one-way minor collectors potentially allowing overtaking, double parking, and high
speeds, in contrast with the presence of a relevant flow of VRUs, which may generate dangerous
conflicts in residential areas);
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• Intersection type and/or dimensions not coherent with the function of the intersecting roads
(e.g., signalized intersections without specialized lanes, traffic islands, dedicated signals for major
collector roads intersecting);

• Several accesses/minor intersections on arterial roads (which may be differently managed);
• Absence of infrastructures and facilities for VRUs (even in case of their relevant presence).

The main design question is how to overcome these inconsistencies. Following the examples
previously reported, a possible solution may be the prioritization of specifically solving safety-related
inconsistencies. In contrast, the several minor differences with respect to current standards (e.g., slight
discrepancies in lane and shoulder widths) may be eventually disregarded, if possible.

3.2.2. Problem/Solution 3.2.B

Closely related to 3.2.A, but independently considered due to its importance and uniqueness,
there is the difficult classification of “transition” road sites. These are sites that formally belong to
the urban network, and thus they should comply with urban standards, but they have completely
different conditions and driver populations. This is the case for:

• Arterial roads entering into the city, departing/being the continuation of rural roads (Figure 7);
• High-level roads approaching to cities/towns, such as freeways or multi-lane highways.

Figure 7. Rural-to-urban “transition” sites in the Municipality of Bari, Italy (red segments represent
the continuation of rural high-level roads, orange links enter into the city from urban high-level roads,
yellow segments are the continuation of rural/sub-urban roads), map from www.openstreetmap.org.

In these cases, drivers who leave high-speed flows suddenly merge in lower speed flows, possibly
leading to incorrect behaviors. If the rural-to-urban transition is not properly highlighted (e.g., [61]),
drivers may form expectations of the road ahead based on their experience [62]. Hence, in the diagnosis
stage, those situations should be particularly assessed by checking if the transition of road design
elements is appropriate. Very often, standards/guidelines do not provide indications on how to
perform this assessment. It should be rather focused on identifying if the features of urban roads,
in which the rural traffic merges, are sufficiently different from the corresponding higher-level rural
roads, and if they clearly indicate the urban entrance.

www.openstreetmap.org
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3.2.3. Problem/Solution 3.2.C

Road inspections were highlighted as a useful tool for the diagnosis stage. However, inspection
sheets should be locally adapted, especially in the absence of local guidelines on how to conduct
inspections. For example, inspection sheets for different rural road types, but only for one urban road
category (undivided road segments) are provided in [26]. Hence, a generalized inspection sheet for road
segments was developed [58], alongside with a separated new inspection sheet for urban intersections
(see Table 1). Moreover, gaps were found in the operative guidelines to conduct inspections at
intersections. In the developed integrated inspection sheet for intersections [58], the analysis is
disaggregated for separately assessing the different sectors of the intersection (the central part, and
each part of the segments ending into the intersection), in order to acquire detailed information about
specifically located safety issues. In this way, safety measures can be eventually differentiated for the
sectors at which specific issues were noted.
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Table 1. Example of adapted preliminary inspection sheets for road segments and intersections (taken from [58], integration to the Italian Guidelines [26] are
highlighted in bold type).

PART OF THE INSPECTION SHEET FOR ROAD SEGMENTS

MACRO-ITEM ITEM PARAMETER INDICATOR JUDGMENT (TO BE FILLED BY THE OPERATOR)

ROAD
CARRIAGEWAY

CARRIAGEWAY

SHOULDER
ABSENCE/INSUFFICIENT WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

NARROWING IN PRESENCE OF HIGH PEDESTRIAN FLOWS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

TRAVEL LANES
INADEQUATE WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

INADEQUATE COORDINATION WITH OTHER FLOWS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

SPECIALIZED LANE
INADEQUATE WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

INADEQUATE COORDINATION WITH OTHER FLOWS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

RESERVED LANE
INADEQUATE WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

INADEQUATE COORDINATION WITH OTHER FLOWS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

BUS STOP
INADEQUATE DIMENSIONS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

LOCALIZATION No issues detected, light or severe issues detected
DISCONTINUITY OF PEDESTRIAN PATHS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

MEDIAN
ABSENCE No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

EFFECTS ON VISIBILITY No issues detected, light or severe issues detected
INADEQUATE ORGANIZATION OF AREAS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

PARKING LOTS
INADEQUATE ORGANIZATION OF AREAS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

INADEQUATE COORDINATION WITH OTHER FLOWS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

PEDESTRIAN/BIKE PATHS

CROSS SECTION WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected
PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE No issues detected, light or severe issues detected
PRESENCE OF OBSTACLES No issues detected, light or severe issues detected
PRESENCE OF MEDIANS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

PART OF THE INSPECTION SHEET FOR ROAD INTERSECTIONS

MACRO-ITEM ITEM PARAMETER INDICATOR JUDGMENT (TO BE FILLED BY THE OPERATOR)

ROAD
CARRIAGEWAY CARRIAGEWAY

SHOULDER
ABSENCE/INSUFFICIENT WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

NARROWING IN PRESENCE OF HIGH PEDESTRIAN FLOWS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

SPECIALIZED LANE
INADEQUATE WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

INADEQUATE COORDINATION WITH OTHER FLOWS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

RESERVED LANE
INADEQUATE WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

INADEQUATE COORDINATION WITH OTHER FLOWS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

TRAFFIC ISLAND
EFFECTS ON VISIBILITY No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

INADEQUATE ORGANIZATION OF AREAS No issues detected, light or severe issues detected
PEDESTRIAN/BIKE

PATHS
CROSS SECTION WIDTH No issues detected, light or severe issues detected

PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE No issues detected, light or severe issues detected
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3.3. Results: Selection of Countermeasures

Once results from the diagnosis are obtained, appropriate countermeasures should be designed.
Pilot applications of the design framework were conducted on different road sites (divided/undivided
segments, signalized/unsignalized intersections). Main problems that have arisen while selecting
countermeasures are reported as follows, together with the proposed solutions.

3.3.1. Problem/Solution 3.3.A

Safety issues and then possible countermeasures largely vary according to the specific road site.
However, some recurrent problems were noted, which are largely independent of the specific road type
(but having a different magnitude depending on it). Based on these problems, a large set of possible
measures was developed for each recurrent problem. Clearly, in most cases, the proposed measures
cannot be applied altogether to solve each corresponding problem. However, each of them was
implemented at least once in one of the several pilot applications. The list of possible implementable
countermeasures is reported in Table S1, where they are divided according to the recurrent problem,
the specific urban road type (undivided one/two-way or divided segment, signalized/unsignalized
intersection or roundabout), and their timeliness application (short-term or long-term countermeasures,
including traffic calming). They may be used as a preliminary indication about the possible solutions
applicable to recurrent problems on urban networks.

3.3.2. Problem/Solution 3.3.B

Several studies were recently developed for assessing safety aspects of cycling infrastructures.
However, reliable CMFs related to the introduction of different types of facilities/infrastructures
are not always available. Hence, the general impact of cycling infrastructures on safety is hardly
definable [63]. For example, mixed results were found for:

• Bike lanes (crash reduction [64], or slight increase in crashes/injuries [65]; influence on cyclists’
behavior that may possibly have negative safety effects (colored lanes) [66]);

• Separated bike tracks (crash rate reduction compared to roads [67]; or increase [65]);
• Roundabouts (negative effects on bicycle crashes [68]; or positive effects [69]).

These inconsistencies may depend on the several boundary variables, and the local importance
of cycling mobility. In fact, the impact of cycling facilities/infrastructures on road safety may
depend on geometric features, or variables about cyclists, drivers, or crash types [63]. However,
the enhancement of pedestrian/cycling mobility may have positive impacts on the safety of VRUs [70].
A “safety-in-numbers” effect, in which a less than proportional increase in VRUs accidents is related to
an increase in the VRU flows, was consistently noted in several studies [71]. Moreover, it was suggested
that the fatality likelihood of a VRU involved in a vehicle crash decreases with the pedestrian/cyclist
flows increasing [51]. On one hand, further research is needed in this field in order to assess the
variability of the effects of cycling infrastructures on safety with boundary conditions. On the other
hand, the enhancement of the cycling mobility should be pursued in order to improve urban safety and
sustainability. This may be particularly relevant for areas that lack appropriate infrastructures/facilities
for cyclists, such as in the case study performed. To note, the bike paths in the city of Bari are about
20 km long in total, while for example in a Swedish city with a similar population (Malmö), they are
hundreds of kilometers long. This may be reflected in macro-level statistics: Italy has a motorization
rate (vehicles/inhabitants) of 0.98 and a cyclist death rate of four per million inhabitants, while the
same statistics for Sweden are namely: 0.62 and two (data from [72]).
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3.3.3. Problem/Solution 3.3.C

A strategy for grouping countermeasures into sets according to their timeliness application and
effectiveness was proposed (see examples of short-term and long-term measures namely in Figures 8
and 9). The measures in each set should be grouped in order to be internally consistent, that is for
solving a specific category of problems, independently from other sets. However, the definition of
sets was not standard and straightforward, especially while coupling measures for traffic calming and
sustainable mobility with other safety measures. In fact, even if some traffic calming measures may be
relatively inexpensive and largely effective on safety, thus representing short-term measures, they may
be not compatible with some urban roads. For example, in several cases (Table S1), the necessity for
drastically reducing speeds on high-level roads has arisen. Despite this need, some physical traffic
calming measures (e.g., speed humps) should be discouraged on roads that are typically traveled
by public transport and emergency services, which cannot be severely slowed down. Hence, traffic
calming was considered as coupled with:

• Long-term measures for high-level urban roads, which include the site geometric reconfiguration,
and not only inexpensive punctual measures.

• Short-term measures for secondary roads, having scarce traffic flow and public transports.

However, implementing infrastructures for enhancing sustainable mobility (long-term measures
in several cases) may often be coupled with other long-term measures (see Figure 9a,b). In fact, while
reconfiguring roads (e.g., when replacing existing intersections with roundabouts), infrastructures
and facilities for enhancing the sustainable mobility should be included anyway, if absent in the
existing condition. This is valid independently from safety considerations, in case of well-designed
new pedestrian and/or bicycle paths/crossings, given the site-specific constraints for the intervention.

Figure 8. Example of a short-term set of countermeasures in a pilot application.
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Figure 9. Example of long-term sets of countermeasures in pilot applications. (a) (top) including
also measures for enhancing the sustainable mobility and protecting Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs),
(b) (middle) representing a radical geometric reconfiguration, (c) (bottom) for managing speeds at a
rural-to-urban transition site.
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3.4. Results: Economic Assessment

The definition of possible alternative sets of measures is followed by their economic assessment.
This stage leads to choosing the actual road safety intervention project to be implemented. Problems
that may arise at this stage are documented in this section, together with possible solutions.

3.4.1. Problem/Solution 3.4.A

The first important category of problems at this stage concerns the choice of the predictive method
for estimating before/after crash frequencies and related safety benefits (Equations (1) to (3)). An
SPF should be used that is either transferred and calibrated, or locally derived. Even in a case where
calibration is performed, the transferability of SPFs and CMFs developed in different contexts may be
arduous. For this reason, in the application of the pilot projects, the choice for a predictive method was
crucial. The choice was based on a trade-off between the proximity of contexts in which SPFs were
developed (with respect to the Italian case study considered) and the explaining SPF variables. In fact,
the reliability of the estimates (see Equation (2)) may be jeopardized if several different sources are used
for combining SPFs and different CMFs. An ideal source should be a local SPF structured as a base
SPF that considers several additional variables (see e.g., [5]). In this way, additional sources of CMFs
(especially if coming from different contexts) could be limited. Hence, a preliminary assessment of the
available models was performed by focusing on European right-side driving countries (to exclude
differences in the road equipment). A summary of the considered models for urban road segments
and intersections is reported in the following Table 2. It includes the variables that were retained in
the final statistically acceptable models presented by the authors, and some additional variables that
could be of interest for road safety modeling, but which were not found in any considered model.
Roundabout models are not reported in Table 2, since a very limited case of existing roundabouts were
found in the pilot applications. The analysis of the comparison presented in Table 2 led to using:

• The model in [42] for segments, since it outperforms the other retrieved model [73] in terms of the
number of variables included;

• The models in [43] for intersections, since: (a) the intersections considered for pilot applications
have no intersecting segments with notable grades, and are often not provided with dedicated
left/right-turn lanes (variables considered in [74]); (b) a scarce transferability [75] of the models
in [74] was determined by applying it in another Italian city; (c) they are more recent; and (d)
they include traffic variables for major/minor roads in the three-leg and four-leg cases. Clearly,
even detailed models [42,43] lack some safety-related variables (Table 2). Hence, the effect of
interventions affecting those variables on safety performances should be estimated through
additional CMFs (by carefully checking their applicability).
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Table 2. Variables included in some European models retrieved in literature for road segments and intersections, with indications of some additional important
variables not retrieved in any model.

Segments Intersections

Variables

Included in Final Models
as Retrieved in:

Variables
Included in Final Models as Retrieved in:

[42] [73] No Model
[43] [74] 1 [73] 2 No Model [43] [74] 1 [73] 2 No Model

Three-Legged Intersections Four-Legged Intersections

AADT 4 4 AADT of major road section 4 4 4 4 (no-control, stop)
Lenght of road

section 4 AADT of minor road section 4 4 (stop) 4 4

Speed limit 4 Total entering AADT volume in the intersection 4 4

Road width 4 Lane balance 4 4

Number of accesses 4 4 Median presence on one leg of major road 4

Number of minor
exits 4 Median presence on two legs of major road 4 4 (stop)

Parking 4 Median presence on two legs of minor road 4

Land use 4 Total number of entering lanes on major road 4

One-way 4 Number of lanes on minor road 4 (signalized)

Number of lanes 4 Average lane width on minor road 4 (stop) 4
4 (no-control,

signalized)
Road signs on minor

roads/accesses 4 Number of one-way legs 4

Pavement conditions 4 One-way on major road 4 (no-control) 4 (no-control,
signalized)

Road markings 4 One-way on minor road 4 (stop) 4 (no-control)
Presence of

bikelanes/paths 4 Right turn presence on major road 3 4 4 4 (stop, signalized)

Sidewalk width 4 Right turn presence on minor road 3 4 (stop, signalized)
Median presence 4 Left turn presence on major road 3 4(no-control) 4 (stop)

Bus stops 4 Left turn presence on minor road 3 4 (stop, signalized)
Bus–taxi lane 4 Sidewalk width on major road 4 (stop) 4 (signalized)

Sidewalk width on minor road 4 (no-control)
Grade on major road section 4 4 (no-control) 4 (stop, signalized)
Grade on minorroad section 4 4 4 (no-control, stop)

Road markings 4

Phasing of signals 4 (signalized)
Sight distance 4 4

Pavement conditions 4 4

Presence of bike lanes/paths 4 4

Bus–taxi lane 4 4

1 Different Safety Performance Functions (SPFs) for each intersection category (no-control three-leg and four-leg intersections, stop-controlled three-leg and four-leg intersections, and
signalized four-leg intersections), also considering different crash types (here not reported). 2 The SPF for intersections is unique, including different numbers of legs. 3 Differentiated in
protected and permitted left/right-turn lane in the data collection by Canale et al. (2005) [74]. 4 Differentiated in steep and level grades in the data collection by Canale et al. (2005) [74].
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3.4.2. Problem/Solution 3.4.B

In most of the urban intersections on which the pilot applications were applied, inadequate sight
distances were noted. This condition was especially found in densely populated areas at crossings
between streets surrounding blocks of houses, with narrow sidewalks (e.g., intersections in Figure 9a).
Apart from remarks on how to improve this condition (which often should be indirectly solved e.g.,
through traffic signals, due to physical hindrances), it is important to highlight that it cannot be
modeled in any reference SPF considered (Table 2). Sidewalk widths may be a surrogate measure
for sight distance (and they are actually not often considered), but no precise correlation may exist
between those variables, since obstacles on sidewalks are not considered. Hence, additional CMFs for
taking into account a lack of sight distance may be a valid option. A recent study [47] has quantitatively
linked the available sight distance with intersection safety performances for various posted speeds and
traffic volumes. The crash modification functions provided in [47] were used in the pilot applications
of the proposed framework to account for sight distance.

3.4.3. Problem/Solution 3.4.C

The hierarchical order of different sets of countermeasures (considering the economic assessment,
see Table 3) is dependent on the safety benefits. If the implementation of some measures cannot be
quantitatively assessed, then their impact on safety cannot be quantified and compared with costs. For
several of the possible solutions proposed in Table S1, the quantitative assessment of their benefits is
feasible. On the other hand, as previously explained, the quantitative assessment of bike lanes/paths or
other infrastructures for enhancing sustainable mobility may be questionable. Hence, to promote urban
sustainable mobility, and considering that it can even improve safety performances, these interventions
could be excluded from cost–benefit analyses of safety measures. Otherwise, a conservative approach
may consist of including the costs of their implementation and considering in parallel no effects on
safety (i.e., CMF = one). A more complete overview about the impact of infrastructures for promoting
the sustainable mobility may be obtained by conducting in parallel a separate cost–benefit analysis:
a scenario with a weak positive impact on safety may be considered to assess the differences with
respect to the previous base scenario (CMF = one). This strategy was actually pursued in the pilot
applications (Table 4).

Another approach may consist of using dedicated SPFs that are able to take into account the
presence of cycling flows, such as those presented in Table 4 (retrieved by using criteria similar to
those previously used for the SPFs in Table 2). If those SPFs are selected, they should be used in the
before/after scenarios in Equation (3). However, this approach was not used in the pilot applications.
In fact, on one hand, the variables included in models in Table 4 are focused on specific cycling facilities
(especially for intersections), not representing also traditional geometric features (such as the SPFs in
Table 2 instead). The same issue can be found in SPFs that take into account mixed vehicle–pedestrian
flows (e.g., [76,77]). On the other hand, cycling flows in the before conditions are often negligible in
several application cases considered. Moreover, counting VRU flows may be even more troubling than
vehicular flows [76].
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Table 3. Example of results from an economic assessment conducted in a pilot application of the proposed design framework, with four sets of countermeasures.

Set A (Short-Term Measures) Set B (Short-Term Measures) Set C (Long-Term Measures) Set D (Long-Term Measures + Sustainable Mobility
Infrastructures)

1. Installation of transverse
rumble strips across lanes in
approach at intersections
2. Installation of automatic
speed control along segments

1. Replacement of the friction course
2. Improvement of both road
markings and signs
3. Implementation of new pedestrian
crossings
4. Installation of optical speed bars
5. Installation of pedestrian
crosswalk countdowns
6. Installation of intersection flashing
warning signs
7. Turning on traffic lights at night
8. Pruning vegetation and trees

1. Reconfiguration of the road
section along all segments
2. Realization of a chicane at bus
stops
3. Implementation of pedestrian
crossings
4. Implementation of islands for
pedestrians
5. Implementation of traffic islands
6. Installation of barriers along the
sidewalks near the school

1. Implementation of 2 roundabouts in place of existing four-leg
intersections
2. Implementation of a bi-directional bike lane
3. Converting pedestrian crossings into bike–pedestrian crossings
4. Replacing lighting systems with light-emitting diode (LED) lights
5. Remove trees from critical places

Set Combination Costs (€) Benefits (€) NPV (Net Present Value) CBA Incremental CBA

A 1 Third Fifth Fifth Second Fourth
B 2 Fourth Fourth Fourth Sixth Third
A+B 3 Fifth (more expensive) First (more benefits) First 1 Fifth First 1

C 4 First (less expensive) Sixth Sixth First 1 Fifth
D 5 Second Third Third Fourth Second
D 2 6 Second Second Second Third Second

1 The most convenient combination is highlighted in bold type. 2 Weak positive effect on safety for considering the implementation of bike paths. CBA: Cost–Benefit Analyses.
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Table 4. Variables included in some European models retrieved in the literature for road segments and
intersections, which consider both vehicular and cycling flows.

Segments Intersections

Variables

Included in Final
Models as Retrieved in:

Variables

Included in Final
Models as Retrieved in:

[76] 1 [77] [55] 2

All Unsignalized

Vehicle flow 4 Vehicle flow 4 4

Cycling flow 4 Cycling flow 4 4

Land use 4 Two-way/one-way cycle track 4 **

Function of street 4
Distance between bike lane

and carriageway 4 **

Visibility 4
Red color and quality of

markings for bicycle crossings 4 **

Bike transit
prohibition 4 * Dedicated VRU crossing 4 **

Raised bicycle crossing or
other speed reducing

measures
4 **

1 Jonsson (2005) [76] developed two models that take into account vehicular and cyclist flows: with and without
preset parameters. 2 Schepers et al. (2011) [55] developed two models with vehicular and cyclist flows, depending
on the priority (or not) for cyclists. * This variable is included only in the model with preset parameters. ** These
variables are included only in the model considering the case of priority for cyclists.

4. Discussion

In this section, results from the application of the proposed integrated design framework for safety
interventions on existing urban road segments and intersections are discussed in light of the research
questions posed. The research questions concerned: (1) the possibility for successfully integrating
quantitative and qualitative methods, (2) the analysis of the possible problems during the method
application, and (3) the search for solutions in response to the highlighted problems.

4.1. Integration of Quantitative Assessments and Qualitative Methods and Concepts

The analysis of results from the applications clearly show the possible successful integration
of quantitative and qualitative methods. It was repeatedly shown how predictive methods and
quantitative assessments may be made flexible to account for qualitative methods and high-level
strategies (independent of local conditions).

This was particularly highlighted while taking into account the following strategies: (a) reducing
fatal and injury crashes [28] in urban areas through speed management and traffic calming measures,
(b) self-explaining roads [30], and (c) enhancing sustainable urban mobility [78]. Since these concepts
are strategic goals for road designers, merely quantitative estimates should be assessed in parallel with
the tendency to the above reported conditions, depending on the local contexts.

For what concerns speed management, it was proposed to overcome several problems that
have arisen in the application of the design framework (see Table S1). Speed management is based
on both traffic calming measures and speed control. It could be particularly effective in the case
of a speeding-related history of crashes or if critical interactions between vehicles and VRUs were
consistently noted. It is actually possible to easily include speed management measures in quantitative
assessments. In fact, both SPFs may include variables that may affect urban speeds (e.g., lane widths,
see [43,74]), and relevant CMFs were developed (e.g., for area-wide traffic calming in residential
areas [4]). However, it was also shown how contrasting findings were retrieved for some traffic
calming measures (e.g., for raised intersections [4]). This may perplex the integration between strategic
choices for traffic calming and the quantitative estimates.
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The need for having self-explanatory roads was specifically related to the cases of transition
areas [61,79] and road environments that are coherent with the drivers’ expectations [31]. In fact,
rural-to-urban transitions deserve particular attention while designing safety interventions, by
ensuring that the transition of road standards is coherent with drivers’ expectations (besides those
of regulations). An example of such a solution was reported in Figure 9c, where the rural-to-urban
transition is emphasized. Related to this, sight distance deficiencies were also noted in several
applications, and these deficiencies may not be expected, either. Actually, these issues are hardly
considerable in prediction models and economic assessments. Moreover, rural-to-urban transition
zones are hardly definable as well [80]. Hence, the expectancy of road standards should be ensured
through interventions on road features in both the highlighted cases, independently of the capability
of models. However, at least the influence of sight deficiencies on safety performances was well
defined [47].

The enhancement of sustainable mobility entails ensuring both safe interactions of VRUs and
vehicles and safe dedicated infrastructures (i.e., bike and pedestrian paths). On one hand, the
implementation of measures for improving the safety of VRUs’ interactions with vehicles has evident
effects (see e.g., [55] for raised bike crossings), and then it can be easily considered in predictive
methods. On the other hand, even if vehicle–pedestrian and vehicle–bicycle crashes are considered
in some predictive methods (see e.g., [5]), the implementation of infrastructures or specific facilities
dedicated to the sustainable mobility has unclear effects on safety in some cases [63]. This emerged
as a main issue while trying to integrate high-level strategies and quantitative estimates in urban
environments. However, the development of sustainable mobility is paramount in urban environments
(see e.g., [78]), and it has also indirect positive effects on safety [51,71].

The use of integrative qualitative methods was also considered. Inspections may be useful to
highlight specific local safety problems that can be hardly recognized through safety prediction models
only. Moreover, safety audits are part of the safety management process [25]. The proposed design
framework for safety interventions is actually by itself a continuous safety auditing process, since it
entirely focuses on safety improvements.

4.2. Highlighted Problems and Proposed Solutions within the Design Framework Application

Several possible problems were highlighted in the context of application of the proposed design
framework. They were divided according to the four stages: End of Network Screening, Diagnosis,
Selection of Countermeasures, and Economic Assessment. Solutions to the considered problems were
proposed. In light of these problems/solutions, advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method
are discussed, alongside with its possible transferability.

In the End of Network Screening stage, the main problems are related to data. In fact, quality
and/or detailed crash data, and area-wide traffic volumes may be hardly achievable. Hence, the
safety potential of a given urban site could be hardly assessed for pondering interventions. For this
reason, usually, this evaluation is postponed to the economic assessment stage. However, this issue
is independent of the proposed framework. For what concerns crash data, in urban environments,
the goal is to reduce fatalities and injuries, especially considering VRUs [81]. Hence, the usual lack of
Property Damage Only (PDO) data should not be regarded as an obstacle to the framework application.

At the Diagnosis stage, an operational method for defining the function of existing urban roads
and further checking their geometric and operational features with the ideal features of a road having
that function was proposed. It has the advantage of potentially being applied independently on the
context (i.e., geographic area, urban size, and network extension). Analyses based on inspection
sheets (see e.g., [26]) may be easily transferred as well, even if they may be locally adapted. Particular
attention should be paid to rural-to-urban transition areas, since regulations usually fail in giving
precise recommendations on how to consider this issue and precisely categorize those areas [80]. The
transition between rural and urban areas should be specifically designed by considering appropriate
research and best practices (see e.g., [61,80]), and this is transferable to other contexts.
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In the Selection of Countermeasures stage, several recurrent problems from the Diagnosis stage
and the corresponding solutions were listed (Table S1). They may be valid for other areas that are
different than the considered context of application, especially regarding the problems that are related
to pavement maintenance, signs/markings, sight obstacles, driveways, crossings, interactions with
VRUs, sensitive attractors, speeding, U-turns, and interactions with VRUs. The possible solutions
proposed for these recurrent problems may be transferred to other contexts as well and, for most
of them, CMFs are documented. For example, the conversion of existing intersections into modern
roundabouts that meet current advanced standards [82] was consistently related to positive safety
effects (see e.g., [4,83]). Inconsistencies in the CMFs that were related to the infrastructures and facilities
for enhancing the cycling mobility were noted (see [63]). However, this issue is independent on the
proposed method, but it could be overcome by producing concurrent estimate scenarios (i.e., worst-case
and best-case scenarios), as proposed in the Economic Assessment stage. Anyway, the enhancement of
sustainable mobility is generally indirectly associated with safety benefits [51]. Moreover, the strategy
of grouping together different safety measures that may have the same rationale, thus defining “sets”
of countermeasures, may be easily transferred as well. This choice may lead to rational simplifications
in the CBA, being an advantage of the design framework.

In the Economic Assessment stage, the main disadvantage of the proposed method arises. The
need for local appropriate SPFs is paramount. If they are absent (such as in this case), other SPFs
should be considered. They should be taken at least from similar geographic areas, and they should
include significant variables (see Table 2). However, even in this case, residuals between predicted
and observed values may be not negligible, such as in the case of the four-leg intersections in the pilot
applications. Hence, the quantitative part of the proposed method (based on [5]) is strongly dependent
on the availability of reliable local models. However, this is a main issue of each predictive approach
that is not specifically related to the considered framework (see e.g., [21]). Moreover, in the pilot
applications, sight distance deficiencies at existing urban intersections were particularly highlighted.
The considered SPFs (Table 2) do not include explicit sight distance variables, which were revealed as
important (see [47]), and potentially transferable to other contexts.

4.3. Concluding Remarks

With reference to the goals set and the results obtained, this study contributes to overcoming
gaps in the existing research by documenting the development and application of a locally adjusted
integrated design framework for safety interventions on existing urban roads, and by examining the
related problems and solutions. It may be important for both researchers and practitioners. In fact,
on one hand, it may provide a useful and practice-ready framework for road safety designers by
also highlighting some possible recurrent problems and proposed solutions. Hence, by following the
steps indicated in this study, practitioners may rely on the proposed integrated design framework
for safety-based interventions on existing urban roads. On the other hand, it is useful to individuate
research gaps. In this regard, the relationship between sustainable mobility and safety should be better
defined, by considering that they are inter-related aspects. The safety of rural-to-urban transition
zones, especially if close to high-speed rural roads, should be better analyzed. The need for modern
and comprehensive local predictive methods was indicated as well.

The validity of the integrated framework proposed in this study was assessed as based on
an Italian urban road network (Municipality of Bari). Hence, the results from the application are
intrinsically related to the considered context. Even if most of the discussed results may be transferred
to other contexts, some singularities were noted. For example, only a few roundabouts and a limited
network of bike lanes/paths are present in the Municipality of Bari. Hence, the considered scenario
cannot be deemed as mature from a road safety/sustainability perspective. However, this apparent lack
was actually useful for specifically assessing the possible implementation of these types of measures.
Future research should be conducted to overcome these limitations, through at least applying the
proposed method to other areas. Future research by the authors will be specifically focused on
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the development of local urban predictive methods, to be included in the context of the proposed
design framework.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2313-576X/5/1/13/s1,
Table S1: Summary matrix of groups of possible problems from the applications at the diagnosis stage and the
corresponding proposed solutions (ST = Short-Term solutions, LT = Long-Term solutions, TC = Traffic Calming
measures), (a) for undivided one-way roads, (b) for undivided two-way roads, (c) for divided roads, (d) for
unsignalized intersections, (e) for signalized intersections, (f) for roundabouts.
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